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Quantum-Level Phenomena in
Nanowires

ther back, the nanowire gradually
decreased in cross-section, with the con
ductance behaving like a staircase function
for a constant applied voltage.
A more general and striking observa
tion was made in 1995: in order to detect
conductance quantization at room temper
N. García, J. L.Costa-Krämer
ature it was unnecessary to crush a STM
Laboratorio de Física de Sistemas Pequeños (CSIC-UAM), Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
tip into a sample. Driving two macro
scopic wires in and out of contact demon
Table-top experiments, inwhich very small filaments are formed during the vibrationstrated a much more clearly resolved stair
induced breaking of the contact between a pair of wires, can be used to study quantum-level case conductance. It was proposed that the
effects at roomtemperature, such as quantized electrical conductance and non-linearity at contact between the macroscopic metals
high excitations leading to black-body light emission.
did not fracture cleanly, but was stretched
into many filaments, in much the same
way as what happens to the mozarella
Technologically important quantum
Binnig and Rohrer’s invention in 1981 cheese when a pizza is broken. Quantized
effects revealed by step-like changes in
of the scanning tunnelling microscope
conductance was observed in a single
conductance are normally observed and
(STM) opened up a newway for under
nanofilament at the last stages of contact
applied by fabricating extremely small
standing physics and the world at the
breaking, when the filament that remained
devices. These fundamental effects arise
nanoscale. The STM is able to keep a stable had the best nanomechanical properties
when conduction takes place in a conduc current at a vacuum gap of about 1nm
and left behind broken filaments that
tor with a cross-section of the order of the between tip and sample. Imaging metallic could not stretch to the limit [7].
wavelength of the charge carriers involved. surfaces with nanometre resolution by
The experiment was very simple to
When the conductor’s length is less than
scanning the tip while monitoring various perform and represented a beautiful
the inelastic mean free path of the carrier, modes of current feedback is common
observation of a quantum mechanical
scattering takes place mainly at the boun practice nowadays. The STMhas also led effect. A potential difference was main
daries. Conduction will be ballistic, that is, to the development of local probes that
tained between two household wires fixed
independent of materials properties and
employ other interactions to image sur
determined only by the geometry and the faces. Finally, using STMtechniques one
electron density, if defects or surface
can touch an object and study the proper
roughness that produce elastic scattering - ties of a nanocontact.
momentum transfer, but no energy trans
A theoretical prediction that the con
fer - are absent. Quantization of electrical ductance observed when a STMtip
conductance in the ballistic regime,
touched a sample should exhibit staircase
revealed by oscillatory or staircase
behaviour at room temperature as a func
behaviour in current-voltage curves stair tion of the conductor width was presented
case, is possible if the electrons are con
in 1987 [1]. Some experimental results
fined by boundaries on a length scale of
hinted at support for this prediction [2].
Fig. 1. A photograph of the ends of a pair of loosely
the order of the Fermi wavelength of the
The idea was simple: when a metallic tip
copper wires, 0.6 mm in diameter, which were
conducting electrons.
was pushed into a metallic sample the sec touching
used in the table-top quantum conductance experi
A simple calculation shows that the
tion of the contact should change, and
ments .There was a potential difference of a few tens of
width of a metallic conductor cannot be
consequently the conductance for a fixed mV between the wires and their other ends were con
larger than 2-3 nm for quantum effects to applied voltage V. At the first stages of the nected to an oscilloscope via an l-Vconverter having a
be observed at room temperature. This is contact, the contact would be on the nano gain of 10s.
because the quantized electronic states
metre size and, with Xof the order of 0.5
involved in the conductance have to be
nm, the conductance should exhibit oscil
separated by an energy of at least 0.1 eV
latory or staircase behaviour. Two papers
(300 Kcorresponds to approximately
presented in 1988 reported experimental
0.026 eV). One approach for obtaining
evidence for this phenomenon in a GaAs
widths of the order of the Fermi wave
constriction at 0.6 K, where low tempera
length Xexploits metallic nanowires.
tures were necessary because the electron
wavelength was about 30 nm [3].
The first reports of conductance quan
Nicolas Garcíais the Director of the Laboratorio de Física de
Sistemas Pequeños (CSIC-UAM), Facultad de Ciencas, Univer tization at room temperature measured
sidad Autónoma de Madrid, Cantoblanco, E-28049 Madrid. using a STM appeared in 1993 and 1994 [4,
He studied physics in Madrid and received a PhDfrom the
Universidad Autónoma in 1975. Professor Garcia joined the 5]. The experiment consisted in pushing a
STM tip into a metal and then pulling it
university's academic staff in 1978 and he has worked asa
Fig. 2. The conductance at the final stages of the frac
visting scientist in several laboratories in the USA.
back. Numerical simulations [6] predicted ture
of a macroscopic gold contact formed between two
Jose LuisCosta-Krämeris a postdoc with the Laboratorio that a nanowire formed between the
high-purity gold wires in air at room temperature. The
de Física de Sistemas Pequeños (CSIC-UAM). Fie studied
metallic sample and the tip when the tip
physics in Madrid and received his PhDfrom the Royal
applied potential difference is 90.35 mV, which corre
Institute of Technology, Stockholm, in 1994.
was retracted. As the tip was pulled fur
sponds to quantum steps of 7 pA (2e2/h is 77.5 µS).
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to a table with their ends lightly touching
(Fig. 1). The table was then tapped and as
the wires vibrated the contact between
them broke to reveal staircase traces of the
current on an oscilloscope.
Fig. 2 gives a characteristic trace dis
playing conductance quantization. It was
obtained by plotting the current as a func
tion of time at the point when the contact
between high-purity gold wires in air at
room temperature was in the final stages
of breaking. Experiments demonstrating
quantized conductance using macroscopic
wires have also been performed with Cu,
Pt and amorphous metals in an ultra-high
vacuum and submerged in oil, glycerin
and water [7]. We have also been studied
liquid metals (Hg at room temperature
and Sn at 300 K). However, it must be
appreciated that other curves did not
reveal such clear evidence for quantization
since the conductance plateaus were not
found to lie at multiples of the quantum of
conductance.
So far, even with carefully controlled
conditions, it has not been possible to
reproduce exactly the current evolution on
breaking the contact. This is due to the
intrinsic mechanism of plastic deforma
tion: a stable atomic configuration is not
reproduced in the elongating nanowires
formed in successive experiments.

Fig. 3. Statistical study of 3000,
6000,9000 and 12000 consecutive
contact breakage conductance
curves made using a constant
speed of retraction (8.9 µm/s). A
resistance of 490 W has been sub
tracted from the original data, this
value being related to the average
disorder in gold nanowires drawn
at room temperature in air.
It has been argued by Olesen et al. [5]
that a statistical study of a series of experi
ments must be made in order to prove the
existence of quantized conductance during
the contact between macroscopic wires.
Various criteria, essentially arbitrary, have
been adopted in the past to select the con
ductance curves used to build histograms.
To demonstrate the quantized nature of
the conductance in nanowires we have
performed a tour deforce. A total of 12000
consecutive experiments provided a statis
tical sample some 100-times larger than
those analyzed in previous studies, and
selection criteria were not used. Fig. 3
shows the evolution of the conductance
histogram, with its peaks at multiples of

the quantum of conductance, for 3000,
6000, 9000 and 12000 consecutive con
ductance curves measured at room tem
perature using high-purity Au wires. We
would like to stress that the uppermost
histogram corresponds to data from the
conductance curves measured on breaking
12000 consecutive times a contact between
the same pair of Au wires. Moreover,
conductance quantization observed in Na
contacts appears to agree with calculated
levels [8] for symmetric nanowires.
We believe that the first-order peak is
better defined than the others because
conductance is affected by disorderinduced backscattering in the nanowires.
For instance, computer simulations indi

Quantized Conductance
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To understand quantized conductance
one needs to consider the situation depicted in
figure (a) in which two reservoirs Aand B,
each with a Fermi energy Efand the same
inelastic mean free path λ for the charge car
rier, are connected by constriction such as a
nanowire of length L and width W. Acurrent,
I, will flowthrough the constriction when a
potential difference Vis applied between A
and B. The current is ballistic if λ >L and scat
tering due to disorder and surface roughness
can be neglected. Under these conditions, the
current Ij transmitted by a channel; can be
written using the Landauer formalism [10] as

for a carrier velocity vj, total transmission
probability Tj and electron mass e,. The den
sity of states for spin degeneration ∂nj/∂Ef =
2/hvjwhere h is thePlanck constant, so Ij =
2e2TjV/h and the quantum of conductance Gj
for spin degeneration for channel j is given by
Gj=(dIj/dV)v→0= 2e2Tj/h where the factor 2
arises from the spin degeneration. The total
conductance Gis therefore

In order to have steps of magnitude 2e2/h in

Quantized conduction in a nanowire, (a) Aschematic drawing of the constric
tion (length L,width W)between two reservoirs Aand Bat a potential differ
ence V.(b)The electronic states in the nanowire lie at different energies below
the Fermi energy Efdepending on the degeneracy / of the level. (c)The conduc
tance G=2e2/hof the nanowire as a function of time as the wire necks down.
the conductance on breaking a nanocontact, 71
should equal 1, i.e., elastic scattering at disor
der or surface roughness should not arise
because this will decrease the amplitude of the
conductance jumps.
The channel; denotes the number of
transverse bound levels in the constriction, as
in a waveguide where the power through the
waveguide depends on the number of modes.
The number of modes is 2W/λ for a one
dimensional constriction, and roughly speak
ing (2W/λ)1for a two-dimensional constric
tion of the type formed in wire-breaking
experiments, where the number will depend
on the size and shape of the constriction.

On changing the width of the constric
tion, every time a level exceeds the Fermi
energy (equivalent to a newmode entering or
leaving the conduction process), the conduc
tance will increase by one or two quanta,
depending on the degeneracy of the level.
Accordingly, staircase I-V conductance behavi
our should be observed as a function of the
conductor width W.
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Fig.4.Scanning electron micro
graph (a)ofa contact between
high-purity macroscopic gold
showing clear evidence for a
bridge (magn.: x2.103). The
enlargement (b;x3.104) reveals
the nanocontacts that make up
the bridge. The bridge isdivided
intotwo threads (=400 nm
width), each with small fibrilla
tions (=50 nmwidth). Notice
alsothe presence of small hair
linefractures, which are also
illustrated schematicallyinc.
Representative micrographs (Fig. 4) reveal
small threads withdiameters inthe 50nm
range [9]. Themicroscopehas aresolution
of6nm, but this level isdifficult toreach
becausethethinwires haveverylowcon
trast. However, the texture observed
clearlyresembles metallicpizzacheese.

ena arisingat the quantumlevel canbe
probedat roomtemperature usingthe
fairlystraightforwardcontact between
macroscopicpieces ofmetal.
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Light Emission at Large Excitation

catethat for aconstant degreeofdisorder
innanowires formedduringsuccessive
emissionfromthe nanowires duringthe
contact separations, thehigher-order
peaks aremoreaffectedbybackscattering last stages ofthe contact, i.e., whenthe
contact contains onlyafewconductance
thanthe first-order peak.
levels. The emissionisobservedjust
before the contact breaks at appliedvolt
Contact Area Structure
Evidence for the formationofnano ages aboveabout 1V,andthe number of
wires onseparatingtwomacroscopicwires photons emittedapproaches someten
has beenobtainedbytwistingtwowires thousandper contact. Fig. 5for anapplied
together andthen observingthe contact voltageof2.5Vshows that the electriccur
area inascanningelectronmicroscope. rent (upper curve) passingthrough the
Thebuild upoftorque fractures thecon contact lieswithinthemArangeandisnot
tacts, leavingbehindatexture characteris quantized owingtonon-linear effects at
tic ofthekindofcontact that was created. large excitations. Emissionis not dueto
transitions betweenthe conductancelev
els, whichare still present, but toblackbodyradiationwithmeasuredphotons
energies of2-3eVowingtothe existence
ofveryhot (10000K) electrons inaddition
tocoldphonons (atomvibrations are
small since the nanowires are stable).
These observations confirmthat phenom
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Fig.5.Arepresentative example of light emission from
nanowires during the breaking ofa contact between
two macroscopicwires. The current (upper curve)
observed during the contact breaking and photon emis
sion (lower curve, incounts per pulse) are plotted as a
function oftime. Notethat emission (involving a total of
some tens ofthousand of photons) took place within a
time interval of 10msjust before the contact broke.
Experiments carried out within a collaboration using
apparatus at both the UniversityofCambridge (M.Wel
land) and Madrid gave essentiallythe same results for
different atmospheres (air, helium, oxygen and ultrahigh vacuum).

